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INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

1. That attached draft paper from the DCI to the NSC is in
response to their request, regarding the NSC 114 series, for a
report on the status of the foreign intelligence program as of
30 June 1952.

2. It has been discussed in detail with representatives of
all agencies and substantial agreement has been reached. It was the
opinion of the representatives that final concurrence could be given
without an IAC meeting. Accordingly, it would be appreciated if each
agency would inform this office by phone of its concurrence or specific
dissent by noon Thursday, 31 July, in order that the report may be in
the hands of the NSC as requested by 1 August.

JAMES Q. REBER
Secretary
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I. National Estimates.

1. The organization and procedures established since October

1950 for the production of national intelligence estimates have now

been proved in practice. Although open to further improvement, they

are effective in coordinating the resources of the entire intelligence

community in the production of national estimates. These estimates

derive authority from that fact and from the active participation of

all the responsible intelligence agency heads in their final review

and adoption.

2. The initial production effort of these estimates was directed

primarily toward meeting urgent specific needs related to immediate

national policy problems. Consequently, the estimates tended to be

local and short term in scope. Coverage, however, has been reviewed

and a production program has been adopted which provides for (a)

closing gaps in coverage, (b) projection of selected estimates from

short to long term, and (c) thorough re-examination of such funda-

mentals as global Soviet capabilities and intentions. This program

should be accomplished during FY 1953. Meanwhile, constant review

will enable us to keep individual estimates reasonably current and

to produce additional estimates based on the most important prospective

developments.

3. Close coordination between intelligence and policy planning

IAC-D-55
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is basic not only to the timely initiation of estimates but also to

determination of their scope and emphasis. Some progress has been

made, notably through CIA participation in the NSC Staff and in the

improved relationships in each agency between intelligence and plan-

ning components, but further progress is needed in order that policy

planning may be more effectively served.

4. Similarly, closer liaison with operational agencies is needed

to acquire the information necessary in order to produce more realistic

estimates.

5. Existing procedures are effectively using a major portion of

the several departments' intelligence collection and research effort

to produce estimates. "Post-mortems," designed to reveal gaps and

shortcomings in the preparation of given estimates, are expected to

strengthen future estimates through remedial action. These procedures

should improve the, quality of our estimates insofar as such improve-

ment can be effected within existing intelligence collection

capabilities. Notable improvement in the quality of national intel-

ligence estimates however, can be achieved only if the total capa-

bilities of the intelligence agencies are strengthened and further

developed, particularly in the field of collection.

-2-
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II. Political, Social, and Cultural

1. The intelligence organization of the Department of State,

which is responsible for work in this area, is meeting the most

urgent demands of its own policy-makers and is producing intelligence

reports to meet other-agency needs where therse are specifically

identified and are of high priority. Geographic coverage is complete,

although nearly all countries are covered with only marginally

adequate personnel strength. On highest priority areas current

development of capabilities and indications of intentions in the

propaganda output, in domestic organization, and in diplomatic

maneuvering are analyzed, and, as resources permit, there is review

of the situation in depth to relate current developments to historical

trends. In Europe the strength of parties, political prospects, and

likelihood of accommodations to U. S. policies are gauged, together

with analysis of long-termed prospects for stability, healthy

morale and will to fight. In medium priority peripheral areas cover-

age is less intensive, and, with res pect to Iran, Indochina and

India ) for example, the lag between immediate interpretation and

analysis of longer term factors is greater. In low priority areas,

such as Africa and South America, the situation is largely one of

-3-
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These increased demands are well beyond the staff resources of the

State intelligence organization. For these reasons, although

the quality of State intelligence output has constantly improved,

its adequacy in terms of the needs of the community may be said

to have diminished in the last two years and the present situation

is considered unsatisfactory.

-5-
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III. Armed Forces Intelligence 

1. Operational

Operational intelligence within Korea is excellent. Infor-

mation on installations and on developments in Manchuria such as the

movement and activities of the Chinese Coamunist Forces and North

Korean units north of the Yalu River, is inadequate. Reliable infor-

mation of the enemy's long-range plans and intentions is practically

non-existent.

2. Military Capabilities 

a. Order of Battle: Coverage on order of battle intelli-

gence is generally adequate for nations oriented toward the West.

Intelligence coverage on unfriendly and some neutral nations is

often lacking. Order of battle information on the USSR, Communist

China, and - to a lesser degree - the European satellites 13

inadequate.

b. Equipment: Intelligence on military equipment possessed

by foreign nations outside the Iron Curtain, is considered adequate

for present needs. Information on military equipment in USSR and

satellite units and the success of efforts to secure this infor-

mation fall far short of desired goals. This inadequacy does not

apply in the same degree to intelligence on equipment issued to

Cccmunist Bloc units in most areas with which the United States or

-6-
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nations friendly to the United 3tates are in contact.

3. Ttiargeting 

Basic target research is progressing favorably on the

economic and industrial vulnerabilities of the Soviet Union and

satellites; less adequately on Western Europe and the Far East.

Complete target intelligence on the Soviet atomic threat is handi-

capped by gaps in data on Soviet weapons, stockpiling arrangements

and delivery capabilities. The Bombing Encyclopedia must be greatly

expanded to meet ultimate goals; current target system studies are

reasonably adequate for joint and operational planning. Production

of combat target materials is almost complete on prioritj Objectives

in the USSR, and priority coverage of the various satellite and

approach areas varies considerably. 	 Extensive

tactical target coverage is completed on areas adjoining the Korean

Theater but is still in initial stages elsewhere.

4. Support for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO):

The United States has filled NATO requests with the best

available intelligence consiatent vith the National Disclosure

Policy. In addition to providin intelligence to assist in the

establishment of original NATO files, the US continues to furnish

releasable current studies and reports pertinent to the area and

the mission of the NATO major commands.

-7-
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IV. Economic Intelligence 

1. Basic Economic Research

a. USSR and Eastern European Satellites: Intelligence on

industrial production is reasonably adequate although there are

important gaps such as the quantities and location of stockpiles of

strategic items. The lack of raw data has made it difficult to build

up satisfactory basic intelligence on many aspects of Soviet Bloc

industry.

Intelligence on clandestine trade is very spotty.

Information on international finance j.s scarce and the research

effort inadequate, particularly on Soviet Bloc assets in the United

States, Soviet balance of payment, and Soviet gold and foreign

exchange availabilities and dispositions.

In the field of transportation, data on ship movements

is relatively good, although information on the cargoes carried is

vague and incomplete. Intelligence on rail transportation is relatively

adequate but more complex questions such as the composition of freight

traffic within the USSR and the capacity of the Trans-Siberian rail-

road must undergo more intensive research. Intelligence on the auto-

motive industry though of lesser importance, is generally better.

Population and manpower intelligence is relatively

adequate in the matter of aggregates but information on the composition

.	 -8-
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of the aggregates is much weaker.

IntellicAnce on agriculture is relatively good,

although it is weak on the quantity and location of stockpiles.

While intelligence on the structure and organization of

the economy and the way it works is reasonably adequate, 	 is weal:.

on such things as the physical location of the conrol net.

General economists and analysts trained in naodling broad

problems, as opposed to the specialized analysts such as the com-

modity experts, have been relatively few in number but are increasing.

b. Communist China: There are critical deficiencies in the

economic research programs relating tc Cornnunint China bot in respect

of current information and the numbers of analysts assizned. Appro-

priae or r e c tive steps are being taken to inprove tMs s i tuat ion,

although there will probably be a considerable time lag before these

measures become effective.

Non-Bloc Countries: In the non-Bloc •ouetries the degree

of adequacy of foreign economic intelligence varies widely. ForeiGn

agriculture, minerals, percleum, and .trEt.raTor i:austrieo have been

reported • pon and anal:eed in ietail. In contrast, infornation on

manufacturing industries is inferior, as is intelligence on internal

finance relating to military expenditres.

Trade data are relatively good though inadequaely

-9-
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detailed and frequently do not accurately reflect the ultimate

destination or origin of the goods. In recent years there has been

a narked improvement in the information on natioral accounts, but in

some particulars the data are quite unreliable. Labor and pop,alation

reporting is fairly sacisfactory.

In Latin Aerica there is adequate economic information

on all countries except Argentina, although some of the statistics

laem in accuracy and currency. We are reasonably well equipped to

deal with broad trends but are deficient in terms of goals and

capabilities for economic development.

In the Near Ec. st, South Asia and Africa there are gross

deficiencies in our economic knowledge of almost all countries

paray because reporting has been incomplete and even more because

the basic information does not exist. We have been especially hampered

in preparing broader studies and estimates.

From Western Europe there is a large and impressive

flow of specialized economic information except from Spain. The dif-

ficult:* is that the intelligence staff in Wachi:.on is altogether

unequal to the task of fully utilizing this mass of naterial.

2. In addition to the basic economic research, which supports

other fields of intelligence, the following economic intelligence

programs utilizing this research deserve specific mention:

-10-
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a. Economic Warfare: Intelligence in support of NSC 104/2

and the Battle Act program will require increased economic intelligence

support. It is expected that the newly established Coordinating

Committee will permit that the available intelligence is brought more

fully and immediately to bear on questions arising under this program.

However, the potential demands for detailed operational intelligence

in this field are virtually unlimited, and are and will continue to

be well beyond the capacity of the intelligence agencies to satisfy.

b. Target research: The target intelligence activities

outlined in Section III (Armed Forces) involve detailed assessment of

economic and structural vulnerabilities. In general economic intel-

ligence on the Soviet Orbit now provides a valid basis for developing

detailed vulnerability studies and target systems, but the intelli-

gence gaps previously described forecast growing handicaps for this

type of specialized research in the absence of fresh data.

c. Soviet Bloc Capability Studies: Among the highest

priority tasks of the economic intelligence community is the continu-

ing study of Soviet Bloc economic capabilities for war. This study

currently employs for the first ttae a modified form of input-output

analysis which will eveLtually lead to more accurate and meaningful

estimates.

—11—
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V. Scientific and Technical

1. Scientific and technical intelligence against the USSR and

the satellites has made important progress since the beginning of

Fiscal Year 1951. Current knowledge, however, is scanty and inadequate

iii terms of national security needs. Coordination and liaison with

many of the specialized collection activities required to develop

knowledge of foreign scientific and technical activities conducted

under high security safeguards have been radically improved but are

not yet considered generally satisfactory.

2. The current estimates of Soviet accomplishments in the pro-

duction of fissionable materials and their conversion to atomic

weapons are believed to be more reliable than was possible a year

ago although the actual size of the Soviet stockpile may be as

little as half or as much as twice our estimate. The difficulties of

collection of technological intelligence of this kind are such that

little is known with any degree of certainty concerning the current

program and nothing is known of developments which can lead to

radical changes in the future. In biological and chemical warfare,

the knowledge of the Soviet programs is extremely limited and large

areas of complete uncertainty with respect to the intent and capa-

bilities for exploitation of these very dangerous fields still remain.

Wit;.1 respect to electronics and telecommunications, a number of

-12-
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important intelligence "finds" with respect to Soviet activities

have been made within the last year. Knowledge of their capabilities

in air defense as determined by their electronics and telecommunica-

tions systems is much improved, although there are still enormous

voids with respect to the developments which lead to radically

improved systems, some of which might be different from those with

which the West is familiar. Knowledge of Soviet guided missiles

program is in general quite limited although certain projects based

on German developments are fairly well known.

3. Scientific and technical intelligence on conventional

military weapons and equipment pf all types is reasonably good so far

as standarized items in current use are concerned. However, the

security safeguards around retearch and development and testing

installations are such that little knowledge of important weapons

improvements is available until the weapon is employed for Service

use. With specific respect to submarine developments, for example,

the information is not adequate to provide more than the roughest

outline of the technical capabilities of the craft in current use

or those under constructim in the shipyards. There are major

unknowns as to the extent of the explication of underwater sound and

other technologies to tha subsurface navy. In regard to development

of new aircraft, the information is so inadequate that there are

-13-
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major differences of opinion in the community with respect to

technological progress toward trans-sonic and supersonic aircraft.

4. Progress is being made toward better understanding of the

basic scientific research of the countries behind the Iron Curtain

and of their resources in scientific manpower, institutions, and

organizations.

5. The division of responsibilities and the methods of

coordination for scientific and technical intelligence activities

have been under study by a special ad hoc committee appointed by

the MC. A draft report is now before the committee and a final

report is expected shortly.

Tor mum
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VI. Psychological Intelligence 

1. Overt propaganda and psychological warfare programs have devel-

oped to an unprecedented degree in the past two years. The growing

awareness of political and economic planners that their program activities

have important psychological effects, has also outlined new requirements

for intelligence. These fall largely within theftamework of political

and sociological intelligence, but the orientation and organization of

the material for the psychological warfare user calls for unaccustomed

depth and detail both in field reporting and in analysis.

2. The primary responsibility for psychological intelligence, now

in State, has not been adequately met, largely because vigorous efforts

to secure budgetary resources have failed. An initial effort to develop

Interagency coordination has not as yet been successful, but another

attempt to accomplish such coordination is being made.

3. Efforts to eliminate duplication and to improve consultation

between agencies in the area of research performed under government

contract by private institutions have been encouraging; but much remains

to be done. The overlap between the intelligence-research responsibility

and the operational responsibilities of the propaganda and psychological

warfare agencies complicates the problem.

4. Covert propaganda and psychological programs are also growing

rapidly. The intelligence support they need is in many respec13the

same as that required in the overt field, but in significant aspects it

is in addition and much more detailed. Even less than in the overt

-15-
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field, therefore, have the intelligence needs of the covert psycholo-

gical programs been satisfied. mula- intelligence they have received

has been partly supplied by normal production of the intelligence

agencies, partly by special efforts to answer particular requests, and

partly by the development of intelligence units next to the operators

or by performing intelligence work in operational units. Organizations

and responsibilities in intelligence of this kind are scattered and

subject to no clear pattern or coordination.

-16-
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VII. Basic Intelligence

1. The program of National Intelligence Surveys (NIS), which was

begun in 1949 as an interdepartmental cooperative venture, was designed

to meet the U.S. Government's needs for basic factual intelligence on a

world-wide basis. Since the NIS program was begun 1,252 individual

sections have been produced on 57 of the 108 NIS areas, which is the

equivalent of approximately 20 complete NIS. Based upon the rate of

production established during the last quarter of FY 1952, a production

goal of the equivalent of approximately 10 complete NIS has been set for

FY 1953. In addition, bane maps have been prepared for 80 NIS areas, and

preliminary gazetteers for 50 NIS areas with 14 more base maps and gazet-

teers scheduled for completion in FY 1953.

2. NIS production is scheduled In accordeame vith JCS Tidorities and

intelligence agency capabilities. Limitations of the latter have precluded

across-the-board production of NIS on all JCS high priority areas and made

it necessary to undertake partial surveys on a considerable number of NIS

areas. However, agency capabilities have been utilized to the maximum

extent possible on the high priority areas with the result that initial

NIS production on the group of 24 areas of highest priority is approximately

45% complete, whereas the entire program is about 22% complete. NIS on

eight individual areas are over 75% complete, and five of these are in the

JCS high prioity list.

3. Specifically the USSR is 77% completed and in expected to be

finished in FY 1954. China, Mongolia, and Korea are on the average 48%

completed and will be finished in FY 1955. The Eastern European satellites

average 37% completed and will be finished in FY 1956 along with Southeast

-17-
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Asia and Indonesia which are now only 19% done. Western Europe, Scan-

dinavia, the Near East, South Asia, japan and the North American approaches

are now between 20 and 505) done and are expected to be finished in FY 1957.

It is hoped that NIS on all areas will be completed in FL 1958 and the

program will then be continued on a full maintenance basis, if the capa-

bilities of each producing agency be maintained at the present level.

The Standard Instructions for National Intelligence Surveys

(revised in June 1951) prescribe outlines which cover the requirements

of the U. S. Government for basic intelligence and are so drafted as to

apply to the most complex foreign country or area. Further modification

of the outline guides for several chapters is anticipated in order to

meet more precisely the requirements of psychological operations.

5. The quality of the NIS is relatively good and can be expected

to improve as the gaps in information are filled and revisions are published

under the Maintenance Program which was started in FY 1952. This mainten-

ance aspect is regarded as the crux of the NIS Program as it assures pre-

sentation of up-to-date basic intelligence. Coordination within and

between all IAC and non-IAC agencies engaged in the NIS Program is excel-

lent and suitable liaison ls maintained with the JCS.

6. The geographic research required for basic intelligence on

foreign areau has been conducted with varying degrees of intensity not

only to provide contributions to the dIS program hut also to lend research

support for other intelligence production and operational planning.

-18-
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Consiaerably more effort is needed in the regional approach to the

analyrAs of areas to meet intelligence requirements. Geographic research

support for planning and carrying out CIA field operations has expanded

greatly during the past year. The coordination in the production of

intelligence on mapping activities in foreign areas, particularly in

the USSL, its Satellites, and neighboring countries, is being developed

steadily within the CIA.
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VIII. Warning of Attack - Current Intelligence 

1. Factual information on activities in the Soviet World is

fragmentary. Conclusions concerning Soviet and Communist intentions

at any given time are tentative inductions or generalizations based

on inadequate evidence and are often based on broad estimates rather

than on factual information.

2. The IAC Watch Committee provides a good foundation to extract

the maximum benefit from poor information. The technique involves

elaborate and careful cross-checking of information from all sources

against an exhaustive analysis of possible indicators of Soviet

intentions in all fields of action. This method is not foolproof

and the problem of estimating Soviet intentions is constantly being

addressed from many different angles.

• 3. The ability of intelligence to give adequate warning of

attack is uncertain. Specific warning of direct attack against the

U. S. (UK) may well not be available prior to actual detection of the

hostile formations. Certain last-minute defensive and offensive

preparations on the Soviet periphery, however, may be detected. With

respect to other areas opportunity for detection of indications of

Soviet or satellite attack varies from fair in the two border areas

of Germany and Korea to extremely poor in the Transcaucasus and

Southeast Asia. Each agency maintains its awn 24 hour Watch arrange-

ments to handle any information that is received.

-20-
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4. In general there has been improvement during the past two

years in the ability of current intelligence to provide prompt notice

and preliminary evaluations of events and developments in the Soviet

as well as in the neutral and friendly areas. This improvement is

attributable to the increased skill and knowledge of intelligence

analysts which has come from experience and to the deepening sense

of common purpose among the MC agencies.

IX.	 Collection

1. The Foreign Service

In general, the collection activities of the Foreign Service

are satisfactory. Intelligence needs are met most adequately in the

political field, less so in certain aspects of the economic field,

and least satisfactorily in the scientific, technical and psycholo-

gical fields. These deficiencies are generally attributable to a

lack of specialized competence in those fields which are not closely

related to the basic diplomatic functions of the Foreign Service.

Remedial action has been taken by establishing a comprehensive economic

reporting program and a continuing program of providing Foreign

Service posts with more complete and effective guidance on intelli-

gence needs. Additional remedial measures in progress concern the

greater use of overseas personnel of certain operational programs in

-21-
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collecting basic intelligence information, particularily in the

psychological and sociological fields; the recognition of the role

of the Foreign Service in the national intelligence effort through

the revision of the Foreign Service Manual to include for the first
time specific and detailed intelligence instructions; and finally,

by studying possible measures to meeting needs for basic scientific

information.

2. Service Attach System

The Service Attache System furnishes extensive useful

military information on countries outside the Iron Curtain. Attaches

in the Soviet-bloc countries obtain and transmit a considerable

volume of valuable information / although because of the restrictions

imposed on them by Communist governments, the coverage which they

Provide cannot be considered adequate. The Service Attache System

has been strengthened since the beginning of the Korean War through

the opening of new offices and the assignment of additional officers

to important posts. Constant efforts are being made to improve the

collection capabilities of Service Attaches by the development of new

collection guides and techniques.

3. Overseas Commands 

Armed Forces Commands in Europe are active and moderately

successful in collecting information. While intelligence collection

-22-
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on the Soviet Union itself is far frOm adequate, it is generally

successful in the Eastern Zones of Germany and Austria. Considerable

information is gathered by European Commands from returned PW's,

escapees, and refugees.

Collection of intelligence in the Far East is adequate on

friendly and neutral areas but is scanty and deficient on Communist

China and Eastern Siberia. Tripartite Agreements for exchange of

intelligence on Southeast Asia have considerably enhanced collection

capabilities in the area and will prove beneficial.

4. Aerial Reconnaissance 

The Armed Services have not as yet exploited fully their

overflight capabilities in aerial reconnaissance. Because of its

current capability the contributions of photo reconnaissance are

increasing. The contributions of radar reconnaissance are only fair

as compared to photo reconnaissance, but are being improved. Photo

interpretation capability is generally deficient in the Armed Services.

Corrective measures underway include a research program to improve

interpretation techniques, the establishment of new schools, and

improved training methods. Research and development effort is being

expended on free balloons, guided missiles, and satellites to over-

come a lack of special reconnaissance vehicles.
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5.  Espionagg and Counterespionage 

U. S. espionage and counterespionage activities outside the

Continental limits of the U. S., with certain exceptions, are conducted

by CIA. Through these activities, including the operation of secret

agents, cooperation with friendly intelligence services, and penetra-

tion of other intelligence services, CIA has collected significant

amounts of valuable intelligence from areas outside the USSR and the

Soviet Orbit. A nutber of high quality, secret sources have been

developed in selected areas, capable of producing important clandestine

intelligence, often with strategic implications.

Although substantial progress has been made, CIA has not

yet achieved a satisfactory collection of intelligence on and from

the USSR and the Satellites. The tremendously effective State

Security apparatus of the USSR and the Soviet Orbit make this primary

target extremely difficult to attack. Intensive efforts have been

expended in an attempt to develop within the USSR and the Satellite

countries a secure clandestine intelligence apparatus capable of

supporting and providing communications for agent operations. The

collection of intelligence from these areas is increasing.

The reduction of available overt intelligence sources by

Soviet and Satellite securitY precautions imposes upon CIA a respon-

sibility for the collection of intelligence through espionage and

-24-
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counterespionage to a degree unparalleled in the past. In view of

this and since available espionage and counterespionage facilities

are not sufficient to fulfill present intelligence requirements, the

establishment of a mechanism for assigning over-all priorities to

intelligence requirements levied on CIA by the various U. S. intelli-

gence agencies was essential. Such a system of priorities has been

established through the Interagency Priorities Committee, a subcom-

mittee of the Intelligence Advisory Committee. In general terms, the

topmost priority within this framework is being afforded to Soviet and

Satellite intentions and capabilities.

Substantial progress has been made in organizing stay-

behind agents in areas likely to be overrun in the event of further

hostilities. It should be noted, however, that in the face of known

Soviet occupation and control techniques, the durability of such

stay-behind nets arid their ability to function for an appreciable

period of time after the outbreak of hostilities have not been

firmly established. In ad(li .bion, the effective establishment of

stay-behind and other war planning op .)rations is conditioned upon

over-all war planning 1:y Defense aGonc!ea which is on a continuing

basis.

Counterespionage operations abroad gradually have been

built up and concentrated against the Soviet and Satellite intelli-

gence services but are not yet capable of negating Soviet and
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Sattelite intelligence activity affecting U. S. security. However,

these counterespionage operations are becoming increasingly effective.

6. Domestic collection

CIA as a service of common concern, through field representa-

tives maintains regular contact with business and other organizations

and private individuals having a foreign intelligence potential.

The information provided by such sources is primarily economic and

about one-fourth of the resultant reports is on Soviet Orbit

countries (including Communist China). The present status of domestic

collection is considered satisfactory and the cooperation of U. S.

business and other organizations is excellent. Increased coverage

of academic institutions, with particular emphasis on technical and

scientific information, I.E. ill process of development. Naval Intel-

ligence also collects an ell.tensive amount of valuable information on

foreign ports and vessels from seagoing personnel of Merchant ships.

7. Foreign Radio Broadcasts

Through a world-wide monitori pg network, CIA as a service

of common concern prowl.der rnpid and dependable coverage of news,

commentary, and press brai..dcsts by foreign radios. Extensive

Information is thus collected for most of the critical areas of the

world and transiatinE anj reTrting is prompt, averaging about four

hours between the time of the foreign broadcast and receipt of the
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information in Washington. Aside from a gap in Central Asiatic

coverage, monitoring of Orbit broadcasts is very satisfactory. An

attempt is being made to correct the Central Asian deficiency.

Support of psychological warfare activities and overt

information programs, such as the VOA, through systematic analysis

of foreign radio propagandatas been greatly improved and should be

further developed. The screening of radio propaganda for "hostilities

indicators," of interest to the Watch COmmittee and estimating offices,

is also receiving more emphasis.

8. Foreignitlaterials and Equipment 

The collection by various means and the technical analysis

of manufactured items and raw materials from the Soviet orbit,

although undertaken relatively recently, is providing useful

scientific and economic information. Notwithstanding other means of

collection, to date the most lucrative source of Soviet manufactured

material has been in Korea. The variety of this equipment has

enabled the intelligence agencies, through coordination with the Joint

Materiel Intelligence Agency, to assess USSR technical capabilities

in a wide range of fields. Collection in other areas is somewhat

less productive, although procurement through covert channels is

expected to mitigate this deficiency.

Photographic recording of factory markings on Soviet

items has been undertaken, in conjunction with the programs for
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the analysis of such markings which is a part of the economic research

effort.

9. Monitoring of Radio Jamming

Under NSC 66/1 the agencies undertook the construction

and organization of a monitoring system to obtain information on

Soviet jamming and related activities in the radio frequency

spectrum. A pilot operation involving a very limited number of

stations is being established.. Adequate information as to the

extent of Soviet jamming, concentration of the jamming stations,

and related information must await the implementation of a much-

expanded program.
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X. Support and Collation Facilities 

1. Availability of Materials 

With a few exceptions, all pertinent foreign positive intel-

ligence, both raw and finished, is distributed among all interested

IAC agencies. In addition to the distribution of current material,

there is a continuing effort to locate and extract pertinent informa-

tion from the large volume of intelligence material that was collected

during and after the war, and from other collections in overseas

files. The sheer volume of these materials presents formidable and

as yet unsolved problems. No IAC agency, utilizing existing techniques,

is in a position to record and store all this material and to make the

information contained therein readily available to analysts requiring

it. Nor is there any agreed upon division of responsibility among

the MC agemAes whereby this burden can be divided and shared.

Further development of the techniques of machine indexing may provide

a partial solution to these problems, or alternatively it may be

possible to develop a division of responsibility and labor among the

MC agencies.

2. library Facilities 

While the libraries of the MC agencies are not yet self-

sufficient, they are equipped to satisfy most of the major needs of

their users. Their utility could be increased and their effectiveness
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could be improved in connection with indexing methods, reclaiming

of loan documents, and reference service staff.

3. Biographic Information

Each IAC agency maintains files of biographic data on

foreign personalities for its own particular purposes and makes such

data available to the other agencies upon request. Extensive data

are available on political, military, and scientific personalities

outside the Iron Curtain; coverage within the Soviet Orbit is

necessarily spotty and inadequate. Personalities in the economic

and industrial fields are inadequately covered at present, although

there is considerable information available.

4. Graphics Material

The srveral Defense agencies and CIA each maintain photo-

graphic and related doctmentary libraries consistent with their

requirements and 'responsibilities. Material in each library is

available to all IAC agencies. While extensive holdings are avail-

able within the IAC agencies, continuing effort must be exerted to

increase the quality and quantity of this highly important source

of intelligence.

5. Ma Procurement and Reference Services 

Procurement of foreign-published maps and information on

mapping abroad is coordinated by a staff within CIA serving an
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interagency map committee. Results during the past three years have

proved the effectiveness of overt collection of maps and related

information through the Foreign Service Geographic Attache program.

Increased emphasis is being placed on the collection of maps and

engineering drawings from domestic sources and Service Attache

channels are also being used. The currently published foreign maps

required for intelligence activities are received on a continuing

basis through exchange arrangements between the Department of State

and many foreign official mapping agencies. These exchanges are in

addition to those of an operational character maintained by the

Military Services. Excellent map reference services in support of

intelligence requirements are maintained by close working arrange-

ments between the map libraries serving the intelligence areas.

6. Foreign Language Publications

Most foreign language publications significant to the

intelligence effort are now being procured although increased efforts

are necessary with respect to Chinese Communist material and

economic and technical information from the Soviet Union. Improved

indexing arrangements for Soviet and Satellite publications have

recently been inaugurated with the help of the Library of Contress.

More needs to be done, however, in the technical fields.
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Within the United States the main effort in the exploita-

tion of foreign publications is conducted by CIA for the benefit of

the community. Important work is also being done by private

institutions, some of which are on contract with the Defense Depart-

ment. Translation facilities for all necessary languages are avail-

able, although the volume of material which can be handled has fallen

short of greatly increasing demands. It is clear that at the present

time the intelligence community is not fully utilizing the informa-

tion potentially available in foreign publications ) and that additional

measures are needed to ensure that such information is systematically

supplied to analysts.

Overseas Commands, particularly the Far East Command,

exploit all captured enemy documents and all other such foreign

language material that may be designated by the theater command as

falling within their interest. FEC also accepts requests from

Department of Defense Agencies for translation and exploitation of

foreign language material which could be performed more economically

in FEC than in the Zone of Interior.

Although the situation varies with the agency and the

language involved, there are inadequate numbers of intelligence officers

and researchers who are able to read the language of the foreign area

with which they work. Training programs are in effect which will
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gradually improve the situation and determined efforts have been

made particularly with the Russian language, in which results are

beginning to show. Comparable efforts in the Chinese field have

hardly begun although there are a number of courses available.

7. External Research

The extensive use of external research, particularly in

the social sciences, is comparatively recent. The goal of this

research has been the development of basic data in support of intel-

ligence, and the application of scientific and technological find-

ings to intelligence problems. In addition, an effort is made to

obtain the results of the considerably larger volume of research

done on contract for research and operational Government agencies

and of research done by private organizations without Government

support. Considerable progress has been made in this field. No

accurate appraisal of the value of the research program as a whole'

is possible, however, at this point. Considerable difficulty has

been experienced, in coordinating individual research efforts and no

adequate method yet exists of avoiding duplicative research by

both intelligence and research agencies as well as policy and

operational units -themselves, which are sponsoring and monitoring

work of this kind.
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